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A torn 2,300-year-old mummy wrapping — covered with hieroglyphics from the ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead — has been digitally reunited with its long-lost piece that was ripped away. The two linen ...
Book of the Dead fragments, half a world apart, are pieced together
My first experience of a shark, as a small child, was uncomfortably close up. The shark was rolled up inside a sausage of netting, rather like Tom Kitten in the Tale of Samuel Whiskers.
Sarah Fowler on a love of identification guides and sharks
A new water purification technology uses a catalyst of gold and palladium to instantly turn hydrogen and oxygen into hydrogen peroxide, a common disinfectant.
Instant water disinfectant 'millions of times more effective' than commercial purification
Working independently, but on a similar track, J.A.Victor has uncovered a comparatively simpler mathematical correlation that takes the Creation epic all the way into New Testament times, where 36 ...
Author J.A.Victor releases the first installment of his "Gospel of Creation" book series
SMALL SCIENCE is an inspiring story of an unexceptional high school student's path through college, graduate school, the academy, and a successful research career in ''small science'' -the science of ...
Science on a shoestring
For Tracey McShane, she hoped that her next boyfriend is like Jon Stewart. Unbelievably and unexpectedly, McShane’s roommate sets her up on a blind date with the comedian. At first, Jon Stewart is not ...
Jon Stewart Met His Wife of 21 Years On a Blind Date
Broach, MLS, PhD is a prominent leader of the Living Spirit Movement; the belief that "each of us is actually a living spiritual soul using a physical body during our stay on planet earth." The almost ...
New book explains spiritual energy and how to enjoy it not only this life, but one's eternal afterlife
This book entitled 'Corrosion Science-Modern Trends and Applications ... with various operating apparatus designed by ASTM standard guide. Another most important use of electrochemical techniques ...
Application of new scientific techniques for corrosion protection
Ward’s commentary explains, clarifies, and contextualizes Lewis’s material to make it more accessible to a modern audience.
Q&A: Scholar dissects one of CS Lewis's hardest books, 'The Abolition of Man'
Los Angeles is so huge that it is impossible to tackle in one day. I live north of downtown, which is central to all my favorites. With just a few freeways, you (or your rideshare driver) can navigate ...
Nik Sharma’s Guide to Los Angeles
Sci-fi novels make for great summer reads. Here are some of the best science fiction books to read in 2021.
The 23 best science fiction books, from classics like "Dune" to new hits like "Ready Player One"
Clark students provided mentorship to high school students, and Nichols elected new members to its board of trustees.
College Town: Clark partners with city schools on science mentorship program
Guy Perelmuter offers an insightful, easy to read, helpful guide to present and future technology in business areas ranging from the future of jobs to AI and from cryptocurrencies to quantum computing ...
Book Review: Present Future — Business, Science and the Deep Tech Revolution
How Ordinary People are Changing the Face of Discovery." The Fermilab At Home arts and lecture series continues on Friday, July 16, with "Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Data: Truths and Myths about ...
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Learn the truths and myths of citizen science at the July 16 Fermilab At Home
From the Black Death to AIDS, outbreaks can spur scientists to rethink how they study disease and protect public health ...
Will COVID-19 change science? Past pandemics offer clues
The 1979 classic science fiction comedy, “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy,” by Douglas Adams, provided the inspiration for a recent journal publication exploring the quest to understand the Air ...
‘Hitchhiker’s Guide’ offers parallels to Air Force digital journey
New York // KISSPR // Book Of Remedies, also known as The Lost Book of Herbal Remedies, is a survival guide that contains useful information about medicinal and edible plants and plants that are ...
Book Of Remedies Review: The Truth or Scam to Survival?
The Bermuda Underwater Exploration Institute is an interactive museum and science center with exhibits on marine life ... so you'll find everything from books by women of color to gifts from social ...
Bermuda Travel Guide
"Keep your brain young, healthy, and sharp with this science-driven guide to protecting your mind from decline" is Amazon's description of this book by neurosurgeon and CNN chief medical ...
The 20 Best Business Books of the Year So Far, According to Amazon
At Hill's, our decades of science and research guide us in creating nutrition that's a step ahead —so pets and pet parents can enjoy every day together. As the US #1 Veterinarian Recommended pet ...
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